Jib Furling
Hi Fellow Mutt Sailors,
I met Bob Derock at the Mutineer 15 Sunshine Nationals this year and he suggested I put together an
article for your inspection on the furler and luff system I am using. I have done this several different
ways and arrived at this combination most recently. It is the cleanest, lowest profile and most durable
system we could devise. Rather than use the Nicopress eyes that are on most sails, we have gone ahead
and actually use a swaged aircraft eye at each end. We have used the swaged “sailmakers eye” in the
past but this system is even more streamlined than that. And a better fit in the furlers.

We drill a hole just between the “A” you see stamped in the fitting and the ¼” hole already there. This
accepts the pin of a 3/16” shackle or as I like, seizing wire at the head to fasten the sail to the fitting and
wire. Nice and tight and extremely durable.

At the tack the same fitting is used and I use a length if 4mm Amsteel for the tack adjustment line. This
is wire like in performance and soft enough to tie and re tie as the sail needs adjustment over the
various wind ranges or years. At both ends I tape over the wire and the tack adjustment line to clean up
the finish.

Additionally, the Amsteel line is a bit slippery so the tape will prevent it from accidentally untying on
you. No matter what kind of furler you are using, we have found this to be absolutely the best system
yet for attaching your sail to the furling system. Additionally I have gone to a 5/32 – 7x19 soft cable for
the luff wire. Just a slightly larger size in the most flexible wire composition for easy rolling of the sail.
The 1x19 stiff cable is a wrestling match every time you put the sail away.

The difference in weight of the 5/32” wire versus the 1/8” is less than one ounce in the 15’ length we
are talking about here. Negligible. This makes a very durable and easy to use luff system. The furler I
have settled on is the Ronstan Continuous Line Furler, Series 60.
http://www.ronstan.us/marine5/furlers.asp
The retail price of the series 60 is $359. Mauri Pro and APS sell them at retail. West Marine at $305. I
can get you one for $299. This includes a pre spliced continuous line as well. Low profile and very easy
to handle. My crew loves it!!!  An Ullman Sails Mutineer racing jib comes with the swaged fitting luff
standard or we can upgrade a recreational sail for $50. We also could retrofit an existing sail with the
swaged luff system and of course we can get the Ronstan furler for you too.
One further note. The Ronstan tiller extension fitting is totally awesome. 100% stainless steel. Nice and
tight and will fit on wood or metal tube tillers. And the Ronstan spinnaker pole ends are by far the very
best there are for a dinghy. Also all Stainless steel and super durable and fast. Just a push onto the
mast ring and that’s it. No fumbling for the line to open it. The tiller extension universal and the pole
ends are a little on the higher side pricewise, but after replacing several plastic and urethane devices
you’ll see the economy of these. You will never replace them. I have taken them from boat to boat
actually.
So that’s all I have for now. Was great to meet a whole bunch of Mutt sailors at the Sunshine Nationals
this year. If any of you have questions please feel free to email me at sailyourboat@hotmail.com or
phone me at 216-965-4309 cell or 216-486-5732 at Ullman Sails Cleveland.
SAIL ON!!!
Dan Elliott.
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